
 
     

   
   

        
    

  
  

  
        

             
     

     
   

 
 

  
  

    
 

    
        

         
   

               
           

   
  

  
  

    
              

    
           

    
     

    
              

    
      

   
    

     

JOHNSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Johnson County Administration Building 
111 South Cherry Street, Olathe, Kansas 

Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room, 3rd Floor 
MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

September 28, 2021 
5:45 p.m. 

A. CALL TO ORDER 
A meeting of the Planning Commission of Johnson County, Kansas, was convened at 5:50 p.m. 
on Tuesday, September 14, 2021, and was called to order by Chris Iliff, Chair, with the following 
members present and participating; to-wit: Michael Levin, George Lund, Dave Johns, Lindsay 
Grise, Mark Huggins, James Neese, Kelley Rast, Randall Downing and Randy Hutchins. Roger 
Mason was absent.  Also present were Jay Leipzig, Leslie Davis, Karen Miller, and Sean Pendley, 
Johnson County Planning Department. 
Chairman Iliff: 
In order to reduce the spread of COVID-19, physical distancing will be observed in the hearing 
room with limited seating. Some Board members will not be physically present in the Board 
meeting room and will be joining through Zoom. If you are using Zoom, you may participate in the 
meeting using your computer, phone or other electronic device. Speakers who have registered to 
speak via Zoom will be called upon to speak first. Registered speakers using Zoom will be called 
upon to speak in the order in which they signed up. Speakers who have registered or signed up 
for in-person public comment by 5:45 p.m. will be called on in the order in which they signed up. 
The Chairman may modify these procedures as needed to conduct an orderly and efficient 
meeting. All speakers will be limited to two minutes, unless the Chair designates a different time 
period in order to accommodate all of the speakers desiring to speak. When your name is called 
by the moderator, your microphone will be unmuted. Please state your name and address for the 
record, followed by your comments. Board members and presenters, please state your name 
every time you begin talking so the notes can be transcribed for the record. This is a public 
meeting. We are presenting live and recording the meeting. Thank you. 

Chairman Iliff: I would like, as Chairman, just to exercise a little privilege here. I would say that 
this is one of several meetings that will be used to address the issue of utility-scale solar panels. 
I want to express my appreciation for the audience last time and those who are here today for the 
orderly way in which matters were presented and the way that comments were made. A little bit 
of cheering or applause for someone who says something you agree with is quite all right, and 
not to be discouraged, I think. To my fellow Commissioners, I would ask that you keep in mind 
that this is a work session, one of several. This is an opportunity for us to collect information and 
to hear the testimony of witnesses and presenters and people who are interested in this issue. It 
is not the opportunity at this point for us to express our opinions or lobby each other for one cause 
or another. I think that we want to make sure that anyone with an interest in this issue feels like 
they have had a fair hearing by the Commission and that any opinions are arrived at based upon 
listening to all of the evidence that will be presented. The last thing I would say is that I think that 
everyone needs to know is this body, this Planning Commission, is not the determiner of the 



  
 
 

 
 

       
 

  
 

    
 

 
    

   
    

  
            
  

   
  

         
            

  
       

  
   

  
              

    
 

    
            

        
     

    
     

     
    

     
          

   
   

                 
   

   
    

     
         

   
    

outcome of these events. This body is a recommending body. We will make a recommendation 
of some kind, or no recommendation, at the conclusion of the hearings on these matters, and that 
will then go to the Board of County Commissioners. The Board of County Commissioners is the 
body that will make a decision about whether changes to the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations 
regarding utility-scale solar panels happens or doesn’t happen. Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: I apologize. Can I let the record reflect that Dave Johns and Randy Hutchins are both 
present through Zoom? Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: That’s quite all right, thank you. The record is so amended. 
B. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Chairman Iliff: Is there anyone who wants to make a change or a recommendation for a change 
to the agenda? 
Ms. Rast: Request for Pledge of Allegiance at beginning of meeting. 
Chairman Iliff: We don’t do the Pledge of Allegiance at Planning Commission meetings. We never 
have. Is there any recommendation with regard to a change to the agenda as printed? [none] 
There are no minutes from the prior meeting that are ready for here, so we won’t take a vote on 
the minutes. 
C. UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR FACILITIES – AMENDMENTS TO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 

AND ZONING REGULATIONS 
Chairman Iliff: I’m going to turn this over at this point to the head of the Planning Department, Mr. 
Jay Leipzig. 
Mr. Leipzig: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that and the chance to visit this evening and 
provide a brief introduction. I wanted to introduce the staff here with me this evening – Sean 
Pendley, our Deputy Director is here as well as Karen Miller, our Senior Planner and the primary 
planner on this project. I did not do that last time, and I should have provided an introduction of 
these folks. Just as a quick overview, Mr. Chairman. You mentioned the purpose of this meeting 
this evening really is a work session to solicit input from the cities in Johnson County. We’ve 
invited the cities of De Soto, Edgerton, Gardner, Olathe, Overland Park and Spring Hill to all 
provide comments to us. We’ll talk about that in more detail here in just a moment. As I mentioned, 
last time at our meeting on the 14th of September, we had a review with our consultant. The 
meeting tonight is to hear opinions and feedback from the cities. As you mentioned, there does 
appear to be a need for additional meetings, so we have scheduled those tentatively for October 
12th and October 26th for future Planning Commission meetings. Both of those meetings will be at 
5:45 p.m., in this room and the same format, kind of a hybrid/in-person meeting. It will be the 
same location as we’re in this evening, 5:45 on October 12th and October 26th . 
We are thinking if we are able to have a public hearing in November, it might be possibly on 
November 16th, but that date has not been set yet. We won’t know that until after we go through 
this process. We’ll probably have a better idea at our next meeting. A couple things to point out 
this evening. As the Chairman just mentioned, the Planning Commission reviews implications for 
policy development and land development from a policy perspective and makes a 
recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners. In this case, regarding solar utility-scale 
solar installations, once a recommendation is made by the Planning Commission, this goes before 
the Board of County Commissioners for resolution of adoption or denial. The actual application 
for a solar farm has not been received yet. We do believe that there is one possibly coming in the 
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future. That case would go before the Zoning Board. The Zoning Board is the group that actually 
hears the applications, and the Zoning Board would go through a public approval process, public 
review. There would be a hearing on that item. They would make a recommendation of approval 
or denial, and that would go before the Board of County Commissioners. So, the Planning 
Commission’s role is in policy development in making the recommendation on the overall policy 
implications or text amendments for our Subdivision Regulations. The approval of the application, 
or the plat or development plans, that goes before the Zoning Board. 
That being said, a couple things I wanted to lay out this evening regarding how we would like this 
meeting to flow tonight is I will provide a brief introduction. I also wanted to give a quick update 

wanted to see it because it is approximately the same size that is being proposed in Johnson 

questions. We did meet with them about 10:00 yesterday morning. We met with representatives 
from McCarthy Construction, which is the firm that is just finalizing this project. This was finished, 
we believe, sometime in either the end of November, the first week or two of December, so it’s 
very near the end of the construction. 

on our site visit to Pueblo, Colorado. We’ll talk about that in more detail, and then Karen Miller is 
going to provide an update on the agricultural perspectives. We had an additional meeting on 
September 16th. She is going to talk about that. Then Sean Pendley is going to provide an 
overview of our current city buffer maps and what that looks like, so you can see that graphically 
and how it represented. Then we will have comments and discussion with the Planning 
Commission regarding the cities. The cities we’ve invited, as I mentioned, are De Soto, Edgerton, 
Gardner, Olathe, Overland Park, and Spring Hill. We have written comments from those cities. In 
addition, the representative, Katie Crow, with the City of Edgerton, I believe, is speaking this 
evening as well, and we also have Douglas County, Kansas, I believe, also on the Zoom call this 
evening. I am not sure if they will be speaking or not, but they are listening in on the meeting. 
That being said, I’ll give a quick overview, a quick introduction. Karen and Sean can fill in if I’ve 
missed something. We did have an opportunity yesterday to conduct a tour of a solar farm in 
Pueblo, Colorado. It’s called Big Horn Solar, in Pueblo County. We know that this is a very 
different area, a different climate than what we have in the Kansas City metropolitan area, but we 

County. I believe it is right at 1,960 acres, to be able to see what that looks like firsthand. Also, to 
look at the installation and the panels and how they sit on the land, the construction process, meet 
with representatives of the solar farm and talk with them and basically have them answer our 

You’re looking at pictures of the panels and what that looks like. There again, just to note, this is 
a very rural area. You can see the mountains in the background and the grassland. The 
topography is different. The grassland and ground coverage is different as well. That picture does 
not show it quite as well in terms of the panels, but it does give you an idea of the scope and the 
scale that we’re talking about. What I found especially interesting was just the construction 
process and how that is accomplished and the effect on the roads and with the workers and that 
type of thing. When we were finished with that tour we met with representatives from Pueblo 
County, Colorado. We met with the Planning Director and their Deputy Director and talked about 
a variety of issues, very similar to the kind of questions and discussion that we’ve had the last 
couple of months. We had a chance to visit with them firsthand and find out their experiences with 
solar. I might point out, in the back of this picture in the far left is a coal plant that is in operation 
still. It’s interesting having those two uses right next to each other. This is a substation that is on 
the site, kind of a typical one, what they look like with the fencing around it. This I don’t believe 
had been connected yet. If I recall it is very close to being connected, but has not been connected 
yet. Sean or Karen, anything else you want to add? 
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Anything else to add, Karen or Sean? We’ll talk in more detail about that. 
Mr. Pendley: No, I think that covers it well, Jay. I would just finish the final slides here just showing 
the installation of the solar panels. I’ll just give a close-up view here of these, and actually the 
quite rapid installation. It shows the crews here that are installing the panels and the final look 
here. These are rotating panels, just for information. This is a little bit different than the last 
example that we showed. If you recall, staff also conducted a site visit. The City of Independence 
had a utility provider in Independence. Those are a little bit different, but the effect is the same. 
They’re utility-scale solar facilities. This one is just larger, and it shows the rotating panels. That’s 
the only other comment I would mention about the difference here. 
Mr. Neese: Jay, I’ve got a question. Do they have battery storage? 
Mr. Leipzig: They did not have battery storage at this facility, Mr. Neese. Frankly, I wanted to see 
a battery storage facility, so I’d have an idea what that looks like. I believe the City of Edgerton 
looked at one with a battery storage facility, and we could talk in more detail about that as well, 
but they did not on this site. With that as my introduction, I’m going to turn it over to Karen and 
have Karen talk a little bit about the meeting on September 16th in regard to the agricultural 
perspectives and give a summary on that in terms of that meeting and what was discussed. 
Ms. Rast: Can I ask one quick question? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes. 
Ms. Rast: That site, does the Big Horn basically supply that steel mill so that entire facility, all the 
energy is already allocated to the steel mill? So it’s not going out on a grid and being bidded 
someplace else? 
Mr. Leipzig: That is correct. That was the long-term that was supposed to go out on the grid, but 
that was the original purpose for the construction project. 
Ms. Rast: So they’re getting full use of it? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes, that is correct. 
Ms. Rast: Okay, thank you. 

Mr. Pendley: I will just note I think that’s correct. They had not yet quite hooked up this substation, 
but this was constructed as part of this site for the solar facility. They also have all of the 
information that is provided as part of this. They have to provide emergency contact information, 
so we did discuss this with their representatives onsite that they have coordination with the local 
first responders and emergency representatives. They have a lot of coordination with the County 
on that. 
Mr. Leipzig: As part of our Planning team we had not only planners, but we also had our County 
Building Official attend that meeting as well, so we were able to ask a lot of very technical 
questions about the installations and the safety of those installations and how that is addressed. 

Ms. Miller: Planning staff met with a few large landowners to hear their agricultural perspective on 
solar facilities. Just in general, as with any group there are always individuals and a lot of different 
opinions, but generally some of the opinions we heard was concerns for the property owners’ 
rights to use the land in a way that is economically meaningful for them. They believe that the 
solar facilities are quiet, that they don’t pollute, and that there are some things like the setback 
requirements and screening requirements that they thought were a little bit too rigorous. They 
consider that where they own – and these were in southwestern Johnson County and 
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unincorporated Johnson County – was that these areas were very rural, so why screen and why 
provide those very large setbacks? They are hearing a lot of issues with the aesthetics. From their 
own perspectives, they’re thinking that it’s not their responsibility to screen for nearby neighbors 
and that they should provide their own screening. Also, they made the observation that in their 
area there are quite a few oil and gas wells, and those also provide some views that aren’t 
generally screened, so they provided that parallel. They also, in terms of general ideas, talked 
about their reactions to some of the proposed regulations. They thought the term of 20 years 
should be more in line with the leases offered. They talked about the acreage cap proposed of 
2,000 acres. There was mention of maybe more like 3,000-acre cap or even a 6,000-acre cap 

of the Johnson County Farm Bureau. Also I have an update regarding coordination with the 
Johnson County Wastewater, Water District and other infrastructure bodies. First of all, I talked 
with Water District No. 7. You received today comments from Allan Soetaert. I was really thankful 

that was more similar to the size of the Sunflower Army Ammunition Plant. They talked about the 
buffer around cities that’s proposed. Right now the proposal is for one mile. They thought that that 
was too restrictive. They thought something more in the line of a half-mile would be more 
adequate. They also talked about taxation. They wondered about that effect on the land, and just 
as a note, the Planning Office is in discussions with the Appraiser’s Office, and we’re trying to get 
a better idea of how the land and property would be taxed if a solar facility came in. They also, 
lastly, talked about the setbacks of the structures and the photovoltaic panels, and they were 
thinking that the 50-foot setback was a little bit too much. They were thinking in general something 
more like a 25-foot setback from the official street line or the project boundary, but that greater 
setback from dwellings would be in line, something like 250 feet. Just in general conversation that 
was some of the ideas that were talked about and put forth. Thank you. 
Comm. Grise: Could you give a bit more detail about who the landowners were? Were these the 
landowners that the solar panels are going to go on? Are these neighbors? I was just trying to get 
an idea of the character of the landowners. It’s just their recommendations seemed interesting to 
me. 
Ms. Miller: One landowner has been offered an option. There are a total of three and then two 
landowners were on the Board of the Johnson County Farm Bureau, and are also farmers. Those 
two people, I don’t know if they have options or not. But they were there also as representatives 

for his time. He had some really good points. We talked about both the actual physical need for 
easements for water lines and then just the overall effect of large solar facilities, their growth, on 
the water system. I’ll let you read his comments. You have them, and they will also be posted 
online for anybody in the public that is interested. In general, Water 7 doesn’t really expect any 
significant negative impact from a large solar facility, but they do have a need to have easements 
along the road, and they have a need for a certain amount of land to be able to put their water 
lines in and have enough room to repair and maintain their water lines when needed. Part of his 
comment is that a typical schematic shows how they generally do water lines. The most preferable 
way to do it would be to have a 20-foot-wide easement along a road with the water line in the 
middle of that. So basically, you have your water line and 10 feet of easement on either side and 
have a dedicated easement just for the water lines. 
They can work around situations. It isn’t always that way, but then also generally the placement 
would be right up against the future right-of-way which is the 60-foot official street line that’s 
measured from the center line of the road generally. And there’s a little bit of an overlap often, like 
maybe about five feet. With that information, we can take that moving forward when we consider 
the setbacks of the fencing and structures related to solar facilities. 
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will get back with us. I also talked with Wastewater staff. In fact, somebody from Wastewater is 
listening in on Zoom tonight. If there are any questions, they will collect the questions and research 
and get back to us. They will also, hopefully, provide us with written comments. 
Let me look at my list and see what I forgot. Also, as mentioned earlier, we’re talking with our 
Building Official, who was with us at the Pueblo site. Anoush Fardipour is our Building Official and 
he is thinking about all that he saw and the information that he has received. He will perhaps give 
us some more comments on ideas for our regulations. Also, Anoush and I talked with Fire District 
representatives and let them know about the issue and that we have requirements for a 
Conditional Use Permit to coordinate with them at the time of submittal, so Anoush and I will 
continue to keep the Fire Districts in the loop on this. Those are all the discussions I’ve had 
regarding infrastructure. Thank you. 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Chair, just a couple of things. I had neglected to mention in my previous 
comments that Planning staff did make a presentation to the Edgerton Planning Commission, City 
Council as a joint work session on September 23, 2021 and I believe when Katie speaks to you 
this evening, she will mention that as well. The other thing I wanted to briefly mention to ensure it 
is part of our record are the comments received from the public. This is a list of comments received 
prior to 2:00 p.m. on 9/20/2021 and included in the PC packet: Comments from the City of Olathe, 
public comments from Elaine Giessel. I apologize if I’m not pronouncing these names correctly. 
Commissioner Charlotte O’Hara, Senator Mike Thompson, Barb Kerr, Joyce Whittier, Sam Chan, 
Dr. Robert Knoche, Donna Knoche, Greg Cromer, Alan Anglyn, Stan Knoche, Jane Knoche, Fei 
Chan, Steven Clark, Cheryl Flood, Marvin Knoche, LB Clark, Bill Roush, Lee Ann Antes, Ray 
Antes and comments from NextEra. Received after the 2:00 cutoff on 9/20 and prior to the 2:00 
p.m. cutoff today on 9/28 we received comments from the City of Overland Park, the City of 
Gardner, comments from Water District No. 7, and also public comments from Clay Blair, James 
Kerschinske, Curt Enos, Steven Clark (responses from Commissioner O’Hara), Joyce Whittier 
(responses to Lee Ann Antes), Logan Heley, Melissa Cheatham and Dorothy Barnett. Those are 
the comments that we have for this evening, either in the packet or received, and then any 
comments that were received after 2:00 p.m. today will be submitted in the next packet and will 
be part of that record when we meet on October 12th. With that, Mr. Chairman, I’ll turn it over to 
Mr. Pendley, if he would like to provide an overview of the buffer maps. 

Also, the next follow-up step would be to talk with, for instance, Wastewater and other people who 
would have a need for easements along the roads, things like telephone, gas, electricity, that type 
of thing. This is a good step, talking about the needed space for easements along property lines. 
That’s Water 7. I have contacted WaterOne. I’ve had a conversation with them. They’re thinking 
about the issue. They’re getting organized and they’ll get back with me, hopefully with written 
comments. I talked with Public Works. Just as a note, we have a weekly staff meeting with Public 
Works, so we’re able to stay fairly well coordinated with them and we put Public Works staff in 
touch with our consultant, the Berkley Group, staff to talk about specific issues related to 
stormwater and solar facilities. Our Stormwater staff is getting more information on that and he 

Chairman Iliff: Mr. Pendley, would you be sure to speak up a little bit? Your voice is hard for me 
to hear. 
Mr. Pendley: Thank you, Chairman, for the reminder to be close to the microphone. As Jay 
indicated, one of the things I wanted to discuss and present here were the buffer maps. What you 
may recall in discussions, as part of the draft regulations one of the performance standards and 
development standards would be a minimum of one mile. Any utility-scale solar facility would need 
to be at least a minimum of one mile from a city boundary. This map you’ve seen before. This is 
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approximately 34,000 acres of the unincorporated area of the county that would be eligible for a 
utility-scale solar facility. So you can see that that’s cut down quite a bit of the area south of Olathe 
and around Spring Hill and south of Overland Park, very little area is to the south part of the 
unincorporated area that would be eligible for facilities. Most of it would be concentrated on the 
western area of the county. 
Then we looked at a two-mile buffer. That again, restricts it even further, of course. Now, that 
would reduce it down to an area of just over 13,000 acres in the unincorporated area if you had 
two-mile buffer, and it more or less completely eliminates anything in the south area with the 
exception of some smaller areas down in the far southeast corner of the county. And then again 
in the western area. 
Comm. Levin: Sean, I have a quick question. If you go back to the one-and-a-half-mile, there’s 
that little park or whatever that is right there, there’s no buffer there on that map, but yet on the 
next map you throw a buffer on there. 
Mr. Pendley: Yeah, that’s a little bit of an inconsistency. We did not update the two- and three-
mile buffer maps yet to remove the buffers around the islands. As drafted, those islands would 
not be considered as part of the buffer. I’m going to show another set of maps here that may take 
that into account, so the two-mile buffer, just general idea – this is going to change slightly, I know. 
Now if you look at  a three-mile, of course, that does capture all of that and it would limit this to 
just over 2,000 acres with a three-mile buffer, so it would more or less, with a three-mile buffer, it 
would render almost everything outside of an eligible area with the exception of a far west area 
of the county. What we wanted to do was also show the next set of maps, which would take into 
account the cities’ future growth areas, so what theses maps are going to do now is go through 
the same progression of the one, one-and-a-half, two-mile and three-mile buffers. It also is going 
to show cities’ future growth areas. This is kind of a busy map, I know, but what we’re looking at, 
again, for the one-mile buffer is highlighted in the bold red area. So with a one-mile buffer this 
shows the current city limits in gray and then their future growth areas are essentially – this shows 
a future land use, so it’s showing different colors – that’s a city’s future growth area with land uses. 
And then their future growth areas are indicated by a dashed black line. I know you probably can’t 
see that at this scale, but basically it follows the areas within any color. 

representing what we consider the fringe area cities, all those cities that are adjacent to the 
unincorporated area. They are highlighted here by a light green or grayish color. The red or 
salmon color is a one-mile buffer from the cities. The green area would be the area that is outside 
of that minimum one-mile buffer area that would be eligible for the utility-scale solar facilities based 
on the current city limits and based on the draft regulations of a one-mile separation. That area 
that is outside of the one-mile buffer would be approximately 44,000 acres, just to give a general 
idea of scale. At the last Commission meeting, I believe, it was requested to show the additional 
maps if we considered larger buffers, greater buffers. What would that represent? So next we 
looked at a one-and-a-half-mile buffer. This area now would reduce the eligible area down to 

So there’s a future city growth area. So again, the city buffer, we’re trying to show that in relation 
to the cities’ future growth areas. We’re going to go through that again here, one mile, and with a 
one-and-a-half-mile buffer. Some of the areas with De Soto’s future growth area and Olathe’s and 
with Gardner’s, their future growth areas go just beyond this one-and-a-half-mile. The two-mile, 
this is getting closer to kind of ultimate city growth, but again, there are still some areas like De 
Soto’s future growth, and potentially with Edgerton, that go beyond that. And then finally with a 
three-mile buffer. This goes beyond just about every city growth area with the exception of part of 
De Soto, the far south end. We tried to just compare these, just showing the future city growth 
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area with these buffers. I know there’s a lot going on here, but we wanted to just give a graphic 
representation showing that. Again, the cities’ growth areas, or the city limits, are going to change 
as the cities annex and grow. They’re going to change, but just from a current snapshot showing 
what the cities’ growth areas are and our buffer maps, this is the different progressions of these 
maps. 
Comm. Neese: I’ve got a quick question. For example like Gardener/Edgerton, the gray area, is 
that their potential growth area? 
Mr. Pendley: I don’t think so. I think what these maps are showing is the area that goes up to the 
red boundary and the light gray, that is all area that is within the buffer that would be excluded. 
What the city’s growth area is supposed to be is represented by is this dashed black outline. Now, 
I will note, Edgerton’s I don’t know if we really defined Edgerton’s future growth area because 
we’ve haven’t gotten a map from the City of Edgerton, but they’ve indicated that their future growth 
area essentially goes three miles. They consider any area beyond three miles from the current 
city limits as their future growth area. So that again would kind of go beyond. It would go past the 
county line. But the light gray area is just showing area that’s in the buffer. I’ll go back here. I’ll try 
to show this. If I go back to the two-mile buffer – 
Comm. Neese: So Edgerton, they’re saying that their growth area is approximately three miles 
out from their existing city limits? 
Mr. Pendley: Yes. So what that would show – I’m trying to go back here just to compare – for our 
two-mile buffer, this would go beyond some of the cities’ future growth areas as we understand it. 
So like for Gardner, I believe that goes just about a half-mile beyond their future growth area. But 
again it’s still not to the extent of De Soto’s. If I go back to the one-and-a-half-mile, that’s very 
close to Gardner’s ultimate growth area, at least as we understand it. We certainly are welcome 
to get comments from the cities. Again, it probably wouldn’t go to the ultimate point of Edgerton 
so it’s kind of difficult, I know, to look at this map and see does this match up exactly with the 
city’s future growth area? No, not necessarily, but it gets closer. With the greater buffer, it gets 
closer to the ultimate city growth area. 
Comm. Neese: Sean, I’ve got one other question. I was out of town during the informative session 
that you had that showed the growth of like Overland Park, for example, the city boundaries. What 
I’m interested in is to see how, if we’re talking about 25 or 40 years, I’m interested to see how far 
out Overland Park has grown since 35 or 40 years ago, and the same thing in Olathe. Do you 
have a map that shows what they were? I know you had one about 20 years, but these things are 
going to be like 40-year projects, so do you have something that we can kind of compare? I guess 
what I’m getting at is if you look at Overland Park and if it went eight miles south in growth and 
Olathe has gone out so many miles in growth, in 40 years it affects the way you look at the map, 
really. Do you have that? 
Mr. Pendley: We do not have a map that shows those cities’ progression of growth over the last 
20 years. We could probably get a pretty close representation of that, looking back 20 years where 
their city limits were at that time. I am sure you’re correct. They’ve grown considerably in the last 
20 years, most of these cities. I don’t have that available now. 
Ms. Miller: AIMS, our mapping system, does not have data back that far. The maps that you’ve 
seen have used the data that AIMS has as far back as they can go. 
Comm. Neese: So in other words, could we find out from the City of Overland Park and Olathe if 
they’ve got a record where their boundary was 40 years ago? 
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Ms. Miller: We might have to use paper. 
Comm. Neese: That’s all right. 
Ms. Miller: Yes, we can coordinate with the Cities to get something from them. 
Comm. Neese: Okay, thank you. 
Mr. Pendley: Certainly, staff would be happy to answer any other specific question on this. We 
would hope to get additional comments from the cities. As Jay indicated, we have cities that are 
available for questions. Also, we have received additional comments as he has indicated. There 

their consideration, so certainly those are great comments and I encourage the Commissioners 

of the specific comments but we’ll be happy to answer any questions. 

certain concern about growth or whatever, isn’t that for us to then look at it and say, “This is our 
policy recommendation for “X” buffer based on the recommendations these cities have already 
given us?” or what they’re saying? 

make a recommendation on buffer. Absolutely. 
Comm. Rast: All right, okay. Thank you. 

are some very good comments from the cities, if you’ve had a chance to read some of these. I 
know with Gardner’s and Edgerton’s, they were just received today. Staff is still reviewing this as 
well, but I will note it’s very helpful to get those comments from the cities and we will be looking 
at that. Just as an example, for one, as you’ve seen in your packets for the City of Olathe, they 
say that one of their first requests is to make sure that we coordinate with the cities on their land 
use plans, street plans and other infrastructure plans to control impacts to future city growth and 
development. That’s certainly one of our goals. 
Whatever the ultimate buffer is set at for these regulations, we certainly will want to work with all 
of the cities. Whenever we have an application for a Conditional Use Permit  for a utility-scale 
solar facility, we will absolutely coordinate with the respective city that is adjacent or in the future 
growth area of a city, because we’ll want to get their comments, as we do with all of our 
applications today. We send out zoning application notices to the cities if it’s within their growth 
area. We want to do that and coordinate with the cities to get their comments, and those 
comments will come before the Zoning Board and the Board of County Commissioners, under 

to ask the questions of the cities. We look forward to hearing their comments going through any 

Comm. Rast: I have a question. If we’re setting policy and we’ve heard from the cities as far as 

Mr. Pendley: I think the Planning Commission can absolutely recommend whatever policies they 
feel appropriate based on comments from the cities, staff and other public comments and set or 

Mr. Pendley: And of course, there would be the discussion with the Commissioners. I think Jay 
had indicated that by the next meeting what we had hoped to do is come back after having 
reviewed all of these comments from the cities and public, come back with some recommended 
revisions to any of these development standards and prepare that and present it to the Planning 
Commission and again, look for input on any further changes as needed. 
Comm. Neese: I have one more question. What do you think, from reading the feedback from the 
cities now, and the people, what are the top two or three concerns that you’re looking at from the 
original proposal that might be adjusted? Or are there any? 
Mr. Pendley: Well, a couple of examples. I noticed, one of the things that you’ll see, as I 
mentioned, Olathe had some good comments about coordinating with the City on future 
applications, and Overland Park had noted that they have a summary of the considerations to be 
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included in the Regulations – siting and location considerations. One of the comments that was 
brought up that was very good from Overland Park – and we’ve had this discussion as well with 
staff – if there are any future infrastructure improvements needed as a result of future city growth 
– and I think the Commission has also brought this comment up as well – we want to take that 
into consideration. If an application is presented for a utility-scale solar facility, we don’t want to 
conflict with any future city growth or if needed, an infrastructure improvement. Let’s say, a sewer 
improvement is needed in an area We don’t want to conflict with any future city growth or, if 
needed, an infrastructure improvement. Let’s say a sewer improvement is needed in an area. We 
don’t want to preclude that or cut off an area where it’s needed, so those are really good 
comments. 
Again, it comes back to that coordination with the cities. That was a good comment. Gardner and 
Edgerton’s comments were just received today, so staff hasn’t had a chance to review those 
carefully, but I think you’ll see – and you may hear if those cities provide comments directly – one 
of the examples from  Gardner was recommending a minimum two-mile buffer from the city limits. 
That’s one  change request they had. Edgerton has very detailed comments as well, and Katie 
Crow with the City is here to provide comments and summary. Again, really good comments and 
we welcome any questions and responses to those comments. 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Neese, one thing I was going to just follow up with you, as Sean reiterated, I think 
just to summarize, a couple of key issues will be the buffer area for the fringe cities and also we 
don’t want to create a land use pattern that will impact those cities negatively in terms of their 
future development patterns. So looking at those two things. As  Sean said, we’ve got a lot of 
information. We’ve collected information from the public. We have the cities. We have just 
volumes of information to go through and put together, so discussion then would be to go through 
at our next meeting similar to what we did at our previous meeting but including those city 
comments, and go through by issue and get consensus and feedback from the Planning 
Commission. That summarizes where we are. I believe – I don’t want to speak for Douglas 
County, who is also on the line – but I believe Douglas County is going through a similar process 
right now as well. 
With that, Mr. Chair, I’d be happy to introduce the first city that wants to speak this evening. 
Chairman Iliff: Sure. 
Mr. Leipzig: Okay, as I mentioned, we did receive comments from the City of Olathe, Overland 
Park, Gardner and Edgerton. This evening, the City of Edgerton is here to speak to us. I believe 
Katie Crow, the Development Services Director, will be making a presentation this evening before. 
I’m not sure, Katie, if any other speakers or if it will be just you? 
Katie Crow, Development Service Director, City of Edgerton, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 

Ms. Crow: Thank you, Jay. Tonight I have myself and am accompanied by Mayor Donald Roberts, 
City of Edgerton and Beth Linn, our City Administrator. I’ll be the one speaking, but they are here 
in case you have additional questions, and for moral support. First of all, I want to thank you all 
for having us here tonight. We really appreciate this opportunity to share this information with you. 
I want to thank the Johnson County Planning staff. As Jay mentioned, they came out last Thursday 
to present at a joint session with our Planning Commission and our City Council. It was very 
informative, and we really appreciate that. In addition to that, we at the City of Edgerton feel very 
strongly about learning about projects that are going to be in or adjacent to our jurisdiction, so on 
August 23rd, we traveled to Arizona and we visited the NextEra Wilmont solar facility. It’s 
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approximately 3,200 acres, and it is south of Tuscan, Arizona. We were accompanied on that visit 
by Will Gossett, who is the acting site manager for NextEra Energy, Arizona Cluster. He was able 
to provide us with a very detailed tour of that facility. It has both the PV panels and the batteries 
and the inverters, so it’s an all-encompassing facility. It gave us a very good overview of what 
these types of installations might look like. So, our testimony tonight we’ve provided to you kind 
of follows the presentation that you did, Karen, at our Planning Commission joint work session 
with the Council. We took each of your topics and went through and provided you with some 
feedback on those. 
The first one is the term, which is up to 20 years. It has been proposed that these installations 

documents provided by Johnson County Planning staff, one
approximately 14 percent of the remainder of the McCamish Township. That is for just one 
installation. Several cities in Johnson County, including Edgerton, have boundaries which could 

distance between those non-abutting 

have a Conditional Use Permit of approximately 20 years, but admittedly in the Comprehensive 
Plan update it states they could be potentially even longer. We have learned that the components 
of those facilities can be replaced and, as such, they can exist in perpetuity. It would certainly 
appear that this type of facility could exist beyond our lifetimes. With that, the proposed 
amendment would limit a proposed Conditional Use Permit to 20 years, but there would be an 
ability to renew that Conditional Use Permit  at the end. So, we would ask and recommend that 
the term of the Conditional Use Permit  be considerably less. In Edgerton, we use the Conditional 
Use Permit avenue for our cargo container storage facilities at Logistics Park, Kansas City, and 
when our Unified Development Code was written, we were very thoughtful about that term limit, 
simply because of that intensive use, and we wanted to make sure that we have the ability to 
make sure that those types of uses stayed within the parameters and the rules of what are 
required. Given that the utility-scale solar facilities are new to Johnson County, we would 
recommend that the duration of the Conditional Use Permit  actually be a shorter term, so that 
staff has the ability to monitor those, and if there are items that need to be corrected, they could 
be corrected sooner rather than later. 
The second item is the maximum project area of 2,000 acres and the maximum project extent of 
four square miles. That is a massive size. In a county like Johnson County, where we have a 
significant growing suburban footprint, that represents a very large impact to our area. Per 

 2,000-acre facility equates to 

potentially continue to expand through the annexation process. Johnson County continues to be 
a county where people want to move to and we are growing. With that, we continue to grow, along 
our fringe area and the undeveloped area of Johnson County. We were told by Mr. Gossett, who 
toured us around that facility, that those facilities do not need to locate adjacent to a substation 
and, in fact, the one there at the Wilmont facility was brand new and built just for that facility. So, 
under the proposed regulations, non-abutting multiple-tract scenarios would be allowed with a 

tracts of approximately one-half mile. We feel that 
contributes exponentially to the expansive nature of these facilities. 
One of the questions that we have in our testimony is if the County has considered a special 
utility-scale solar facility zone, which is subject to a list of special requirements and would also 
limit the sprawl associated with aligning multiple non-abutting tracts. That is something that’s been 
done out in Arizona, in Pima County. We would recommend a significantly smaller project area 
and project extent. In the 2021 Revaluation Report that was prepared by the Johnson County 
Appraiser’s Office, Johnson County has absorbed an average of 2,500 acres per year, every year 
since 2015. The maximum project area and project extent size as proposed could stunt this 
naturally-occurring growth within Johnson County. We would recommend that any requirement 
for these facilities be on abutting and contiguous parcels of land. The parcels that would be left 
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between the non-abutting tracts will represent a development challenge for both the property 
owners and the jurisdictions in which those parcels lie. A less densely populated area with a lower 
growth and expansion rate than the fringe area of Johnson County would be a more logical 
location for these types of facilities. 
Point number three is about the maximum percentage of PV panel coverage. Currently, that is at 
70 percent in the recommended guidelines. We’ve watched that increase from 60 percent to 65 
percent to the 70 percent it is today; 60 percent was in the initial guidelines that were being 
discussed back in January. We find it concerning that the intensity of the land use continues to 
increase. It is important to understand what necessitates that increase over what was initially 
proposed and how it will impact the stormwater runoff. 
Distance from cities greater than one mile – under the proposed update of the Goals, Policies and 
Action Steps of the Comprehensive Plan, one of the action steps is to provide for future city growth 
and development through protecting land areas for future development in general, and in 
particular, within one mile of the city fringe development areas. However, there is an ability for 
these facilities to obtain a waiver to deviate from the locational requirement. The notification 
process is not outlined in the code and it is unclear who would be notified. It does say that all 
owners of record within 1,000 feet would be invited  to attend a neighborhood meeting; however, 
there is not a specification that cities or municipalities be invited to those. So the City of Edgerton 
is adamantly opposed to the use of one mile as the allowed distance from city boundaries for the 
installation of these facilities. We utilize three miles, the distance dictated by Kansas State Statute 
12-715B as the City’s future planning area. Edgerton would strongly recommend the same three-
mile distance be used as the boundary in these instances. We are also adamantly opposed to the 
allowance of a waiver for the distance from city boundaries. There should not be a mechanism 
for an operator to deviate from the required standards, given the size, scope and duration of these 
installations. It should be mandatory in the regulations that any cities within that three-mile radius 
be notified of any neighborhood meetings which would occur related to these project installations. 
Item number five, the distance from another solar facility. Currently, it is recommended there be 
a distance of two miles. We recommend that that distance be increased so that there is adequate 
space for development to occur in an appropriate manner on infill parcels. At an increased 
distance, infill parcels would be larger and would be able to accommodate any setbacks needed 
for the development which might occur on them. Under setbacks for utility-scale solar facility 
structures, I know it was mentioned earlier there was a little bit of a discussion about setbacks, 
and one of the action steps we noted under the Goals, Policy and Action Steps of the 
Comprehensive Plan process is to protect existing and future residential uses. The current 
recommendation for project boundary setbacks is 50 feet for structures. This would include the 
photovoltaic panels and fencing, and 150 feet for battery storage facilities. However, the zoning 
regulation amendments recommend that within the project area itself that there be no minimum 
setback requirement. 
In comparison, and just kind of to help you think about how big 50 feet is, the 50-foot setback 
requirement is not enough for an intensive use. It’s only 15 feet more than what we as the City of 
Edgerton require for a setback in our single-family residential. We require our houses to sit 35 
feet back from the street. This is only 15 feet more than that, and it’s a far more intensive use. 
With the lack of a minimum setback requirement, there is no room for screening materials, which 
would be berming and landscaping or fencing, and this presents a problem when those in the 
project area are adjacent to any non-contiguous areas which may not be a part of the project 
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and that ground cover be continually be maintained on the site as part of the landscape plan. But 
there is also a note that says there is an application of herbicides to be outlined. We would 
recommend that the stormwater plan take into consideration that the land under the panels may 
be void of vegetation for some time, given that our rainfall may not be consistent. When it does 
come, it could wash seed away. Additionally, the panels themselves will make the undergrowth 
challenging because of how they move and how they shade the ground. We would recommend, 
too, that “continually maintained” be defined in the Code. Is that a certain height? At what height 
does that get maintained? You can’t just run a brush hog through that area with those panels in 
place, and we know you can’t do a controlled burn. It would damage the panels, so there should 
be a method in place and what that method looks like, that maintenance. I know in Arizona, they 
told us they were considering getting those like iRobot lawnmowers that they could just set out 
that would run all the time. I don’t know how feasible that is for Kansas, though. And then, the 
application of herbicides should be thoroughly vetted, as they can be detrimental to both the 
stormwater and to the agricultural uses belonging to the adjacent landowners. 
With regard to screening, screening will be a critical component when aligning the development 
of these facilities. There is a requirement for a concept plan and a visual impact analysis, and 
those are excellent first steps to ensuring that adjacent uses remain protected, but there is also a 
waiver for those screening requirements. We would oppose waivers for screening requirements 
and would encourage the amendments to not allow those so that the required screening is in 
place. 
With regard to the required infrastructure, these facilities represent a significant development and 
while they are not vertical construction, they are construction, and they are major construction. 
There will be an increase in the intensity of the traffic to the site, and it will be similar to the 
construction of a large structure or development project. 
Ms. Crow: While the Code does require the submission of a traffic plan, it only states that it will 
have travel routes and trip volumes. Also part of that required infrastructure… 
Unidentified Speaker: Mr. Chairman? [technical difficulty with Zoom] 
Ms. Crow I know the batteries themselves do have self-contained fire suppression systems, but 

area. Setback requirements should be increased, and no waiver from stated requirements should 
be allowed. 
With regard to environmental impacts and stormwater, at the project installation site in Wilmont, 
we noted that the ground had been scraped bare underneath all of those panels. The desert of 
Arizona is far different from our Kansas prairielands. They get approximately nine inches of rain 
annually. We get 40 inches of rain annually. Rain can be a blessing, and it can be a curse. When 
it comes as a downpour it can wash everything away. You get a gentle rain, and it helps the crops 
and the undergrowth growth, so we would ask that…I know there is a requirement for a 
stormwater management plan  and that ground cover to be installed to help with erosion control 

the other components, like the PV panels and the inverters can also catch fire. Our questions 
about that really had to do with the infrastructure related to both. If there was a fire out there, are 
there going to be hydrants? Are there going to be fire lines installed? What will be the requirement 
for that? Really, we recommend that this project have to undergo all of the traditional steps that a 
development project would have to go through. That means you would have a traffic impact study. 
You would evaluate the existing infrastructure. That means streets, stormwater, utilities, all those 
different components, given the intensity of this kind of development. Also, we would recommend 
that you have in place a development agreement prior to these installations coming in so that 
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there is a very clearly-defined path forward for the developer of the kind of infrastructure they will 
be required to install for these projects. 
At Logistics Park Kansas City, Johnson County Fire District 1 requires that we install a 360-degree 
fire access road all the way around those warehouses. We would expect to see that same kind of 
requirement around these large installations. They have to have the ability to access them should 
there be a fire that you need to put out. With regard to how these facilities would connect to the 
power grid, that’s unknown at this time, because you don’t have an application. However, our 
Municipal Code in Edgerton requires that all utilities go underground, and we would request that 
you have those same requirements for these types of projects, that any extension of power lines 
to any substations newly-built or in existence have to be buried underground. 
Our final comments regarding this. As you consider the regulations before you related to these 
facilities, please keep in mind under Step 9 of the Goals, Policies and Action Steps of the 
Comprehensive Plan Update, it states to maintain the highest levels of fiscal responsibility to 
minimize the potential burdens on taxpayers. On January 26th you had a presentation from the 
Berkley Group, and Darren Coffey states, “These types of uses are an industrial-scale land use 
that occupy significant acreage, but do not necessarily generate the same benefits as other 
competing uses in terms of jobs and tax revenue.” When we visited the Wilmont facility, we asked 
them how many folks they employ there, and at that 3,200-acre facility they have two employees. 
Two full-time employees at that facility. Yes, they had construction workers that worked on it in 
building it, but today there are two employees. 
Recently, Johnson County partnered with UCS, United Community Services, and many other 
cities and agencies to complete the Johnson County Community Housing Study which provided 
an in-depth analysis of the current and future needs for affordable workforce and other housing 
options to bridge gaps in housing demand and supply. That study states that the Johnson County 
region experienced steady growth since 1990, starting with a population of 357,048 and growing 
by 64 percent, to a 2018 estimated population of just over 585,000. The study projects that 
Johnson County’s population in 2030 – just nine years from now – will be 697,000. 
Unidentified Speaker: Mr. Chairman, can you all hear me? [technical difficulty with Zoom] 
Ms. Crow: The study also illustrates the vacant tracts of land within Johnson County that have 
residential designations on city future land use maps. Most of the available land is located on the 
west and south sides of the county, much of which is in the area shown available to these facilities 
on the maps that you were shown earlier tonight. Allowing long-term placement of these facilities 
seems to be in conflict with Johnson County’s goals to promote economic development within the 
cities and to provide a variety of housing options for its current and future citizens. 
Finally, we would ask you as you think about this and move forward, we recognize you are making 
a decision, and it is not just about today. It really is about the future of this county, and so we have 
some final questions. We would ask you ask yourselves, as you move through this process, what 
is the actual value proposition that a utility-scale solar facility presents to the residents of Johnson 
County? Would the former Sunflower Army Ammunition Plant be a more appropriate place for this 
type of facility? And are solar facilities really the highest and best use for these thousands of acres 
of land? With that, I thank you for this opportunity this evening. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. Before you leave, I note that Mr. Hutchins, who is joining us by Zoom, 
was trying to get my attention. Mr. Hutchins, did you have a question for the City of Edgerton. 
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Comm. Hutchins: Yeah, I was just confused, sir. Is this a member of our Planning staff and rules 
and regulations? 
Chairman Iliff: We can’t hear you at the moment. Randy? We can see you. 
[technical difficulties with Zoom] 
Chairman Iliff: While we’re waiting for Mr. Hutchins to come through, Mr. Neese? 
Comm. Neese: I just have one quick question. On the map that they showed, with the growth, a 
dotted line shows your future growth area on that map, if I remember right. Is that your future 
growth area that you’ve looked at for the next ten years? Five years, 20 years? Is that a current 
examination of where you think the growth might be because it looked to me like  that I had seen 
a map a few years ago, and I don’t know that it’s changed that much. 
Ms. Linn: It was a little difficult to see the map from the hallway, so apologies, but we would be 
glad…I don’t know if County staff want to put it up there now, or if you want us to answer that 
question and provide it to County staff. Whatever works best for you…Oh, sorry. It was a little 
difficult to see the map from the hallway, so that is a new one since we had seen the information 
provided by the County, but we could review it and get you an answer to that question. Typically, 
I assume the dark gray was the current city boundary, current corporate city limits. The way 
Edgerton approaches future growth is we use what’s included in page four of our memo, which is 
the three miles from the City’s current corporate city limits as our future growth area, because it’s 
statutorily determined. 
Mr. Pendley: Mr. Neese, I will just note that, from County Planning staff, that map does not show 
I don’t think, what the City of Edgerton would consider to be their future growth area. That was 
not representative of a three-mile area. I think that was just based on maybe a previous future 
land use map. If we were to consider three miles, as the City of Edgerton is requesting, that would 
go beyond all of that. 
Comm. Neese: It’s important that we see that, because if their future defined growth area…And I 
don’t know that they define future. Is it five years or ten years or twenty years? That we look and 
see what that is on a map compared to the boundary that you’re talking about going out. 
Mr. Pendley: If we took into consideration a three-mile buffer around the city of Edgerton, that 
would exclude almost everything. It would go beyond the county line. 
Comm. Neese: So if you considered a three-mile buffer, thinking that that’s going to be their 
growth area, and then from that you went out three miles, or two miles. Did you go out from that 
buffer area? 
Mr. Pendley: It would go past the county line. Any three-mile buffer around Edgerton would 
definitely exclude all of that area. We didn’t have a map that showed that. Their city limits are 
fairly close to the county limits, so if we took a three-mile area, what they’re considering their 
three-mile planning area, it would effectively eliminate any area in that southwest corner of the 
county. But we could show that. We could try to represent that on a map that showed three miles. 
We just don’t have that map. 
Comm. Neese: Then I would just ask this question. What’s your thought? If Olathe or Edgerton 
has growth in the next ten years out two-and-a-half or three miles, what’s your thought process 
of not going out a mile or two miles or three miles from that defined growth area that they’re going 
to have? 
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Mr. Pendley: I’m not sure if staff has considered that. If I understand the question correctly, it 
would be to take a buffer that goes beyond the future city’s growth area? Is that what you’re 
asking? 
Comm. Neese: Maybe I’m not asking the question right. If the City of Edgerton feels like their 
potential real growth area is three miles from their existing city limits, wouldn’t it be – I’m asking – 
reasonable to consider the area that we may have a solar facility, say, two miles from that three 
miles? In other words, it takes it out five miles from the existing city limits? 
Chairman Iliff: Theoretical question. I’m not sure… 
Mr. Pendley: We could certainly – 

Comm. Huggins: And to staff I would say I think this is an important criteria, if we can research 
that. I know Overland Park has made some good comments about the sewer-able area in the 
southern part of their city, and hopefully Wastewater will provide some information on what they 
plan to serve. I don’t know what their time scale is, whether it’s 10 or 15 years, and I hope we 
take that into consideration beyond the city boundaries. For instance, Kill Creek has a plan for a 

Chairman Iliff: I’m going to go back to Mr. Hutchins to see if we can hear him. Randy, can you 
speak and see if we can hear what you have to say? 
Comm. Hutchins: Yeah, can you all hear me now? [audible on Zoom, inaudible in meeting room] 
Chairman Iliff: I regret to say we can’t hear you. Are there any other questions by the Commission 
of the representatives here? 
Comm. Huggins: On Edgerton’s growth area, do you have plans for facilities in those areas, how 
you’re going to provide sewer and water? 
Ms. Linn: We do not today. We actually are just getting ready to kick off our Comprehensive Plan 
to update our Comprehensive Plan. The future planning area is actually based on a Kansas State 
Statute, but when you get ready to do a Comprehensive Plan then you take into account three 
miles from your current corporate city limits. 
Comm. Huggins: I understand the state requirement, but I’m just curious if there’s been any 
studies done. 
Don Roberts, Mayor, City of Edgerton, appeared before the Planning Commission and made the 
following comments: 

Mayor Roberts: Edgerton has always looked at wastewater for one, and the watershed that we 
exist in, so we take a totality look at that and how we can expand to serve much larger areas than 
we exist in today. Water [inaudible] which is north of Edgerton is served by Water 7, and we 
actually have an agreement with [technical difficulties with Zoom] so Water 7 plans that area for 
the future growth. 

sewer main. I think we ought to take that watershed into account. 
Chairman Iliff: I’m reading notes on the screen suggesting that everybody seems to be able to 
hear Mr. Hutchins except the people in this room. I apologize for that technical difficulty. I don’t 
know what we can do to cure it. Are there any other questions for people from Edgerton? 
Comm. Rast: I just want to say thank you for that report. I thought it was very decisive, conclusive, 
and great information backed up with a lot of facts. Nicely done. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. We’re going to take a break now, for five minutes. 
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Ms. Davis: Yes, Chairman. How did you want to do this? Are we alternating again? 
Chairman Iliff: We will alternate between live and Zoom. 
Ms. Davis: Yes, sir. Our first speaker, we’re going to go ahead and have Joyce Whittier, since we 
had some difficulties last time, and she was not able to speak. 
Joyce Whittier, 7414 Flint Street, Shawnee, Kansas, appeared before the Planning Commission 
and made the following comments: 
Ms. Whittier: I am here tonight to discuss an issue that has not yet been addressed by the Berkley 
Group, NextEra or the Planning Commission. That is the rolling blackouts and brownouts. My 
niece lives in California where three of the five largest solar farms in the U.S. are located. She 
had this to say about solar energy. “California’s green energy grid is working better than expected. 
My electricity has only gone out three times today. We have 365 days of sunshine and constant 
power outages. As we saw in Texas last winter, Mother Nature often delivers a blow from which 
it is difficult to recover. Ice and snow caused that power failure, but they can also be caused by 
tornados, earthquakes and other natural disasters. In conclusion, solar power is unreliable, as 
indicated by the articles I’ve provided you and by the letter that Senator Mike Thompson wrote on 
September 16th. In the winter when the sky is cloudy for days on end solar power is useless in a 
state like Kansas. It is one thing to have Mother Nature cause our electricity to go out, but it is 
quite another to have an energy company shut off our electricity because it cannot produce 
enough energy to meet the demand. We already have power plants in operation that keep us 
warm in the winter and cool in the summer. We do not need a massive solar farm that will drive 
up the cost of electricity and leave us vulnerable to blackouts and brownouts.” Thank you very 
much. 
Ms. Davis: Our next speaker will be Karen Willey. 
Karen Willey, Douglas County Planning Commissioner, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Ms. Willey: Thank you very much for having us here, and inviting us to share in the experience 
that you are having and the public comments. We get, of course, plenty of our own, but the more 

[five-minute break] 

Mr. Leipzig: …signed up in comments, but I do not believe…We could ask one more time, but I 
don’t believe any of the other city representatives are here to speak this evening. 
Chairman Iliff: That’s fine. If that is the case, then we will now open the meeting to members of 
the public. I would remind you that you have two minutes to speak, and there will be a clock that 
will keep control on that, if you would. Ms. Davis, have you got a list? 

perspectives we can have, the better. We are just along for the ride tonight and listening in, so 
thank you very much. We will be a part of the process as we can. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Ms. Willey. 
Ms. Davis: Our next speaker, in-person, will be Richard Gall. 
Chairman Iliff: Mr. Gall has spoken with me. He and his wife both have signed up. She would like 
to cede her two minutes to him, and I’m going to allow it under these circumstances. Ms. Davis, 
as the timekeeper if you could give him two minutes, I would appreciate it. Thank you. 
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Richard L. Gall, 38400 West 183rd Street, Edgerton, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Mr. Gall: My wife is Donna L. Gall, also at the same address. We just celebrated our 59th wedding 
anniversary a couple weeks ago. 
[applause] 
Mr. Gall: Thank you. We own 40 acres of land, and we have signed a lease on 30 of that to the 
solar energy project. I’m not bragging about this, but I was lineman at Kansas City Power and 
Light for 30 years, and then I retired and went to work for a contractor that worked for Kansas City 

unlimited supply. We’re going to get more automobiles. I heard on TV last night, Ford Motor 

build a battery plant and an assembly plant -
Chairman Iliff: Mr. Gall, I want to give you a one-minute warning. 
Mr. Gall: Okay, thank you. They’re going to build F-150s electric. And they also said that Chevrolet 
said in 2035, that’s the end of the internal combustion engine. That’s going to electricity. We need 

thank you for your time. I hope it goes through. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Gall. 

 Carpenter, Douglas County

Power and Light for five years. I have worked in all kinds of weather, be it good, bad or indifferent. 
When I was born in 1938 on a farm in northeast Nebraska. We never had electricity. I don’t know 
exactly when we got it, but it was after World War II. Before then we knew how to live without it, 
but people today, in my opinion, just think it’s like the air we can breathe. It’s unlimited supply. 
Well, I know that’s not the case. I remember one year, one summer, oh it was so hot. People 
couldn’t use their air conditioners and other things because there was not enough power to their 
house. The main reason for that was the transformers were too small. We spent 16 hours a day 
for I know at least two weeks or more, changing out transformers, and that was just in Johnson 
County where I worked. What comes to mind to me is when people have electricity, they just take 
it for granted. It’s like breathing air. But when their electricity goes off, boy, things go to pot. How 
many times have I been told when everything was okay, “What are you doing in my yard?” 
because we had something to do back there. But then when electricity is out, “What can you do?” 
It’s weird the change of attitude people have between when they have electricity and they don’t 
have electricity. It’s different than I think a lot of people think. There is a limited supply, not an 

company is going to build a plant in I think Kentucky or Tennessee. Both states, they’re going 

electricity, and this is, in my opinion, is one way to get it. It’s just…I can’t say enough good for it. 
And by the way, our oldest son is working on one of these projects at Grant, New Mexico. Anyway, 

Ms. Davis: Our next speaker is online, and that will be Jim Carpenter. 
Jim  Planning Commission, appeared before the Planning 
Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 
Mr. Carpenter: Listening to you tonight, we are certainly on parallel tracks and struggling with 
many of the same issues. I want to thank you for inviting us to observe tonight. I believe some of 
our Douglas County Planners are also watching. I want to thank the Johnson County planners for 
working with the Douglas County planners, so that we can have some consistent regulations. This 
is a very difficult issue in the area of land use. We are trying to balance the desire for renewable 
energy sources with preserving land for various uses. Listening to you tonight, a high priority for 
Johnson County is that area for growth from the urban areas of your county, and listening to what 
you were saying, it certainly looks like as you extend your buffer area it’s going to put more and 
more pressure on the open space in eastern and southeastern Douglas County, so we certainly 
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want to be  very careful with this and hope that we can continue to work with you. I’m also 
encouraged by the fact that Sedgwick County Planning staff have reached out, and I believe they 
are going to meet with both Johnson and Douglas County planners here this week. As we go 
forward, again I just want to stress, I hope we can come up very similar rules for setbacks, fencing, 
and all those types of things. We’re going to have some slight differences in the priority of land 
use, and that’s understandable as that’s more site-specific, but the more that we can be in line 
with each other, I think, the better, as it looks like we are setting the course, probably, for the rest 
of the state to follow. So again, thank you for having us here tonight. I certainly look forward to 
continuing these conversations. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: The next person, in-person, will be Dr. Robert Knoche. 
Robert Knoche, 238 North Maple, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the Planning Commission 
and made the following comments: 
Mr. Knoche: I guess I’m the one that started this thing. We listened to a call back in ’18 from Bill 
Garmin and we thought it might be interesting. We talked to him, and here we are today. I think 
that we need to…This Conditional Use Permit for 20 years, a company that’s going to put out 
most of $1 billion building this thing has to have at least 25 years that they know it’s going to 
happen. I’m sure that you could have some way…maybe you could stop them if they didn’t like it, 
but NextEra has done this a lot, and they know what they’re doing, and they will give you a good 
product. Here in Olathe, you have the Olathe Community Center. I didn’t notice it for a long time, 
but there’s two solar panels at the entrance of the Community Center. I didn’t even realize they 
rotated with the sun until the other day when my wife and I were over there playing bridge. She 
noticed, she said, “It’ll be different when we come out,” and it was. Those things didn’t bother me. 
I can’t understand why they bother so many people, and I can’t understand why we need as big 
of setbacks as we have, especially some that talk about putting mounds of dirt up. The soil, we 
don’t have a lot of topsoil out in that part of the county. It’s the poorer part of the county, in case 
you didn’t know that. My brother-in-law used to say I’ve got all bottom ground. The topsoil has all 
washed away. That’s kind of the way it is, and we can’t put up big berms and have good topsoil 
left to grow grass for sheep to eat underneath these panels. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Dr. Knoche. 
Ms. Davis: The next speaker that we have signed up is Dorothy Barnett. 
Dorothy Barnett, Director, Climate and Energy Project, appeared before the Planning Commission 
via Zoom and made the following comments: 
Ms. Barnett: Good evening. Thank you very much. We are based in Hutchinson, Kansas, with 
staff all over the state. We’ve been working on renewable energy issues for 15 years, and I sent 
you some written comments. I’d like to note that you have upped the cap from 1,000 to 2,000 
acres, so we certainly appreciate that and see that as an opportunity for solar development to 
happen in Johnson County. I do want to address the 20-year term for the CUP. That really is an 
arbitrary year that will make it very difficult for both the solar developers to finance projects, but 
also for people who want to buy the power. You might note in my remarks that Evergy is planning 
to buy 3,200 megawatts of solar in the next 15 years, and it’s going to be important for them to be 
able to buy power in the long term so that we can be able to maintain a lower cost of development. 
I also was speaking with a local company recently about the potential supply chain issues. Nobody 
has really talked about what kinds of job opportunities there will be for local contractors. This 
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particular company said a project like 200 megawatts of solar, they’d be able to provide $20 million 
worth of sales in cabling and in transformer stations, so it’s something that really is going to have 
a positive impact on Johnson County. I hope your regulations will reflect the kind of economic 
leadership that I know Johnson County can do. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Ms. Barnett. 
Ms. Davis: Our next in-person speaker is Jane Knoche. 
Jane Knoche, 23535 West 74th Street, Shawnee, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Ms. Knoche: Thank you for having me come up in front of you again. It’s so nice to look at the 
folks that are the policymakers, that have to balance growth, commercial, economic, health, with 
what you’re going to do. I want to talk to you a little bit. I want to talk about the 303,000 acres in 
Johnson County. According to your one-mile buffer, there’s 44,000 acres that remain available 
for development outside of cities. This project is 2,000. Maybe we’d be fortunate if you made it 
3,000. Three thousand acres out of 303,000 acres in the county. Now, I just heard from Edgerton 
that the growth of Johnson County is expected to be 2,500 acres per year, so can you balance a 
2,000-acre solar farm with less than one year’s growth? Yes, I think you can, and I think you can 
take some economic leadership, as stated before, by looking at a Conditional Use Permit  that 
would be renewable for 25 years and renewable after that. Because one, it would allow the solar 
farm to be economically feasible to be built, a $1 billion investment. As a property owner, as part 
of the Knoche Family, we do have the right, you know, to what we do with our property. When I 
read what Overland Park wrote, it sounds to me like they’re kind of interested in having a solar 
farm in their southeast area. Also, a maximum of 70 percent of the panels is a good number, 
because you saw in those pictures, there’s perimeter roads around each facility. So, the density 
isn’t going to be that impactful when you have that. So please consider your policy balancing. 
Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: Our next person to speak through Zoom will be David Mitchell. 
David Mitchell, 6026 Rockhill Road, Apt. 3S,  Kansas City, Missouri, 64110,  appeared before the 
Planning Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 

Mr. Mitchell: I am an Evergy customer and a member of the Climate Action Kansas City Policy 
Committee. The 2021 Climate Action Kansas City, Mid America Regional Council Regional 
Climate Plan embraces the universal goal of net zero by 2050 to avoid catastrophic climate 
impacts. In 2021, the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii measured CO2 at 419 parts per million 
– 50 percent more than in 1750. The 2021 U.N. Climate Change Report states that this increase 
has been unequivocally caused by human activity. The highly negative impacts of our 
disintegrating climate are glaringly obvious to everyone. When was it ever on our radar that the 
Kansas City Region would have its summer skies routinely dimmed by U.S. West wildfires? I 
affirm the benefits of the West Gardner Solar Project as outlined in CAKC’s August letter and 
NextEra’s September letter to the Planning Commission. At five to eight acres per megawatt, the 
West Gardner Solar Project would be a maximum of four square miles, less than one percent of 
Johnson County’s 480 square miles. God help us if “development” of the KC metro reaches this 
project’s location. Through approval of this project, Johnson County participates in the coming 
21st Century Clean Energy Technology Revolution, provides resilience to the county energy grid, 
enhances the welfare of its citizens, and helps the U.S. reach net zero. I refer the Planning 
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Commission to the Sabin Center for Climate Change Law, Columbia University, whose Resources 
section provides laws and actions by other U.S. communities. Thank you very much. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Mitchell. 
Ms. Davis: Our next in-person speaker will be Donna Knoche. 
Donna Knoche, 238 North Maple Street, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Ms. Knoche: Our family land in both Johnson and Douglas Counties dates back from the post-
Civil War, and in 1900, our family has always kept the land as an important part of our lives. We 
have worked to keep erosion at a minimum by constructing grass waterways and many terraces, 
which require periodic maintenance. This land is an area of few houses and minimal road traffic. 
NextEra has proposed a solar farm in the area. Solar farms require at least 25- to 30-year permits 
to be financed. With setbacks and fencing required, berms are not needed, as they require much 
movement of ground to build, which is not good. Other landscaping could be approved. Solar 
farms have strict guidelines with state and federal requirements. One question to everyone. How 
would you like to be told what you can and can’t do with your property? One thing that doesn’t 
change is that sunshine and clean air are with us every day. I want to thank the Planning 
Commission for all the work and time they spend to keep Johnson County a top progressive 
county. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Ms. Kanoche. 
Ms. Davis: Our next Zoom speaker is William Wilkens. 
William Wilkins, NextEra Energy Resources, appeared before the Planning Commission via Zoom 
and made the following comments: 
Mr. Wilkins: I appreciate the opportunity to attend virtually and address at 700 Universe Blvd, 
Juno Beach, Florida. NextEra has extensive experience in developing and operating solar 
facilities. We operate over 30 utility-scale projects in the United States outside of the state of 
Florida, with about one-third of those projects’ capacity at 100 megawatts or greater. We currently 
have over 100 utility-scale projects in development across a range of communities with many that 
are comparable to the local environment in southwest Johnson County. Much of the discussion 
tonight has been centered on the idea that solar development somehow limits future development 
opportunities. Solar projects are development that is on par with other types of land development 
currently being pursued in Johnson County. A utility-scale solar facilitiy does not limit 
development. Southwest Johnson County is uniquely situated due to its proximity to a large 
customer load and an existing point of interconnection. I appreciate the perspective from the City 
of Edgerton, and I’m glad we were able to provide access to one of our facilities, but I would like 
to address a few points. Locating near an existing point of interconnection is optimal for siting any 
energy plan. There is a formal process to request an interconnection to the grid that’s actually 
managed by the Southwest Power Pool. A question or comment that extensive ground clearing 
occurred at the Wilmont solar site. It’s not a common NextEra practice and actually doesn’t make 
sense from a cost perspective. One final comment on the permitting process. A standard 
precedent has been set as we’ve permitted ten projects across the state of Kansas, and as part 
of the process we execute a standard suite of agreements including the development agreement, 
road use agreement and de-commissioning agreement. We appreciate the opportunity to 
continue to work with Johnson County and Johnson County staff and provide our feedback based 
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on decades of experience, safely designing and constructing and operating utility-scale solar 
facilities. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Wilkins. 
Ms. Davis: Our next in-person speaker is Greg Cromer. 
Greg Cromer, 7527 West 140th Street, Overland Park, Kansas, 66223, appeared before the 
Planning Commission and made the following comments: 
Mr. Cromer: Good evening, Chairman and Commissioners.  A lot of what I was going to address 
tonight has actually been covered quite well by Edgerton folks. I agree wholeheartedly with most 
of what they said, quite honestly. One of the things I wanted to emphasize and kind of re-calibrate 
here is how much contact has the staff and even members of the Commission been in contact 
with State Legislators? Because there is the political will in this upcoming legislative session in 
January to do some kind of comprehensive energy policy for our state. Right now we have 105 
different counties, and this goes beyond this particular project. Anyone that decides to come in 
and put in wind, solar, whatever type of project they want, is going to go up against different 
guidelines, different rules and whatever the counties decide to come up with individually. That’s 
really not very smart. It puts people that live primarily in agrarian areas in a bad position, because 
they’re not sure what their county is going to do in particular. What may work in Johnson County 
may not work in Douglas County and other counties in our state. So, my suggestion is to get in 
touch with some of the legislators, especially Senator Mike Thompson. He’s the Chairman of the 
Senate Energy Committee. Try to get in touch with them, and find out – maybe prod them a little 
bit – and say, “Look, we’ve got a county-straddling situation here, and if we had some statewide 
comprehensive guidelines to follow, it would make it easier for everyone, not just you folks, but 
the people that live out in these rural areas when it comes to energy policy. That would be my 
suggestion is to get in contact with the Legislature. Try to encourage them to do some 
comprehensive energy policies so we don’t have to have these long drawn-out meetings in every 
county in our state. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Cromer. 
Ms. Davis: Our next speaker is through Zoom, Steven Clark. 
Steve Clark, 3422 Kensington Court, El Dorado Hills, California, appeared before the Planning 
Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 
Mr. Clark: I’m a licensed professional engineer. I’ve worked in the utility-scale solar facility industry 
since 2008. Based on my experience, I’m a strong proponent of utility-scale solar because of its 
many benefits, which I think have largely been ignored by this group. They include the following: 
Number one, lower cost than fossil or nuclear plants, period. Even those that are already built. 
Benefit – lower electrical bills. Two, zero emissions; benefit, healthier air for the community and 
no greenhouse gasses. Number three, very little water usage, no wastewater produced; benefit, 
no impacts to water treatment plants or groundwater wells in the area. Number four, no coal trains 
or natural gas pipeline; benefit, no traffic impacts, no transportation accidents or fires. Number 
five, no nuclear fuels; benefit, zero risk of a nuclear accident, zero nuclear waste. Number six, 
long operating life; benefit, low cost renewable power for a generation. Seven, quiet operations; 
benefit, rural communities remain quiet. Eight, low profile. Solar equipment is less than 10 to 12 
feet high; benefit is very minimal visual impact to neighbors. Nine, site will be fully revegetated 
with grasses, stormwater controls will be in place, and regular monitoring will be conducted; 
benefit, minimal soil erosion. Ten, when the facility is eventually closed, the site will be restored 
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Ms. McCollum: We live in McCamish Township. I would invite all of you to come out and visit us 
and view our neighborhood, the beauty that we currently have, the pastures, the little farms. We 
have a sheep farm just down the road. We’ve gotten acquainted with the Lewis family down the 
road. They have a lovely little sunflower field, pumpkins, and all this stuff. We want to see our 
neighborhood preserved as it is. We have a young family that just bought 12-something acres 
right next to us. They’re coming from the town. They’re coming out so their children can enjoy a 
quiet country life. We’re happy to have them as our new neighbors, a great little family. This is the 
kind of use that this land could have, for young families to come out, bring their children out from 
the city and enjoy a rural life. A solar farm, we don’t mind a solar farm. Use the Sunflower Army 
Ammunition Plant, fine. But please do not disrupt the beauty of our neighborhood, the quietness 
of it with the solar farm. Thank you. I’ll yield to my husband, Rob. 
Mr. McCollum: There are also two major natural gas pipelines on the southeast corner. One of 
them is a MAOP of 540 lbs. The other one is around 300 lbs. They have a coal tar coating on 
them and I’ve understood that there’s going to be pile drivers and stuff out there putting these 
settings in. That vibration will destroy that coating, has a chance of destroying the coating. That’s 
one other thing that needs to be thought about here. They have a 66-foot easement, but the thing 
is, this kind of operation, it can go a long ways beyond that. The power plant originally was 
promised back to the families after the usage of it was done, and that never happened because 
it’s so contaminated. Use that land. You have talked about using it for housing. You had talked 
about using it for the Land of Oz at one time. That is some perfect land. We live a mile-and-a-half 
south of there, and our water is full of nitrates from that place. You’ll never be able to get that 
place cleaned up, so this would be a perfect spot for this new solar farm. We are in the Hillsdale 
runoff area also, and I don’t know how that is going to affect this herbicide and all this other stuff 
that I’ve heard about. Stop closing these clean coal plants. We have some of the cleanest coal 
plants in the world, and you’re closing this down. I don’t understand this. We have more coal that 
you could ever imagine. It’s cheap. It’s easy. You’re going to overload the system with all these 
electric cars that are supposed to be so wonderful. It’s just sad that you’re looking at all of this 
kind of stuff. And the fires that these batteries can cause and everything. Anyway. Thanks. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 

to pre-construction conditions; benefit, land conserved for future use. Eleven, solar farms are not 
incompatible with being located in a city. I do not understand the reason for a buffer. Finally, I 
strongly support a longer CUP term. Thirty years is absolutely required to ensure that the facilities 
can be financed due to the capital-intensive nature of these projects. Thanks for your attention. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Clark. 
Ms. Davis: Our next in-person speakers signed up together, Rob and Charmin McCollum. 
Rob and Charmin McCollum, 15215 Edgerton Road, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the 
Planning Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 

Ms. Davis: We don’t have any more on Zoom. I do have one that signed up, but they dropped off, 
so I may bring them in a little bit later. John Peterson, you are our next speaker, in-person. 
John Peterson, Polsinelli, PC, appeared before the Planning Commission and made the following 
comments: 

Mr. Peterson: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission. On behalf of NextEra, you 
already heard from Billy Wilkins who is live on Zoom. I want to quickly hit one major global point, 
and really it’s an effort to change perceptions and perspectives as you evaluate all these very 
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take place. So in the mind’s eye, I tried to think of something in Johnson County that was 
equivalent to literally thousands of acres behind one fence and, interestingly, it came to my mind 
during Edgerton’s presentation – the intermodal facility. That’s difficult to develop in a community 
and develop around, but that’s not what is being proposed, specifically at least what is 
contemplated by NextEra for this. I want to get this point of planning. We want to work with the 
cities. We do not want, as any kind of project that we would come forward with, to inhibit the 
legitimate growth of the cities. But there’s a difference, and it’s said with the utmost respect, 
whether it’s De Soto, it’s Gardner, it’s Edgerton, or the city of Overland Park. It’s one thing to say, 
“I want to look out three miles and say what I’d like it to look like,” What reasonably within the 
timeframes we’re talking about could you even effectuate what that picture is? Commissioner 
Huggins,…Please draw down on the comments of what he said tonight. 179th Street and Pflumm 
in Overland Park, Kansas, has been zoned for commercial development for 15 years, and they 
just got sewers. It’s okay to say, “Here’s what the plan is,” but don’t inhibit interim growth before 
the infrastructure could ever reasonably be there to support alternative development. Thank you 
very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: Our last in-person speaker is Julie Young. 
Julie Young, 17035 County Line Road, Edgerton, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Ms. Young: I want to thank you guys for listening to all of us. The biggest thing I have to say is 
that the screening process, who are they screening? I think they’re just screening the big 
landowners that is leasing these projects to them. It would be nice if someone would screen us 
surrounding small property owners and take our feelings, ideas and suggestions. I know the larger 
property owners that have leases already say they want to have the right to say what they want 
to do with their properties. Yeah, I agree to a certain point, but we also have a right to say what’s 
happening to our properties. Our property values will go down because nobody’s going to want 
to buy my ten acres. My house was built in 1890. It’s an old farmhouse, been there for years. 
Nobody’s going to want to buy it. Nobody’s going to want to live there. The future, I moved here 
in Gardner over 30 years ago. It was a gravel road. Look where we are now. It is a beautiful place 

valid issues tonight and in your prior hearings. This is what people have in their mind’s eye – 
desert, sand underneath, a thousand or two thousand acres, all contiguous, all behind one fenced 
compound. If I looked at that, I would say, “Wow, that doesn’t look very nice if I’m going to live 
near it.” And two, I could see why cities would look at that on their perimeter, in their planning 
area and say, “That may be difficult to plan around.” What I’d like to show you is a NextEra facility 
in Wisconsin, recently commissioned. This is what we’re proposing, given the topography and the 
terrain of Johnson County. Utilizing the ground, respecting the streamways, creating pockets and 
pieces of a mosaic and a puzzle, while at the same time allowing the possibility we put the panels 
there, and behind those trees another use, if it was time for that development to occur, to actually 

to live. That will not be any place where anybody else will want to live next to. I love the three-
mile buffer. I think that’s the greatest thing for Gardner and Edgerton to do. If you want growth 
and get money for the Johnson County, people pay property taxes. People work. People live in 
Johnson County. There’s nobody can live and work in 35 acres or whatever they’re proposing for 
them to do. Property taxes pay your salaries, pay the bills. That’s what needs to be done. That’s 
where the growth needs to be. That’s what needs to happen. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. Commissioner O’Hara. 
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[inaudible] 
Chairman Iliff: You may. 
Charlotte O’Hara, Johnson County Commissioner, appeared before the Planning Commission 
and made the following comments: 
Commissioner O’Hara: I just want to thank everyone for participating tonight. It feels like a 
community. It feels like that we are listening to each other. Congratulations. This was a marvelous 
experience, and I just want to thank everyone who is involved, and that’s it. 
Chairman Iliff: You’re welcome. No other members of the public. The public discussion will then 
be closed. I will turn it back over to Mr. Leipzig for anything further. 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Chair, just as a follow-up, reiterating dates in the future. Our next meeting, I 
believe, is October 12th, 2021, at 5:45 in the afternoon, and then we have another meeting set for 
October 26th at 5:45 in the afternoon. I wanted to just elaborate a little bit. What staff would like to 
do next is we’ve heard a lot of comments, a lot of testimony, with written comments from cities. 
We’d like to look at that and then have an exercise at our next meeting when we start looking at 
these major decision points, such as the buffer around the cities, and get direct feedback and 
response from you, and then just go through each of those points, similar to what we did at the 
previous meeting. Now that we have the cities’ comments, I want to incorporate those in as well. 
Does that sound like…Is that the way that the Planning Commission, you all, think would be 
effective? I want to be very consistent with your time as well, moving forward. It seems like that 
would be…We do have a lot of information, and we’re ready to look at some of these major policy 
issues, I think. 
Chairman Iliff: Members of the Commission, do you have any thoughts about the timetable that 
Mr. Leipzig has put forward? 
Mr. Leipzig: Commissioner Neese, it was the 12th of October and the 26th of October. Those are 
not public hearing dates, but those will be additional meetings to discuss. 
Chairman Iliff: Are we considering those as work sessions? 
Mr. Leipzig: Those will be work sessions similar to the format we’ve had this evening. 
Chairman Iliff: All right. And with public comment and some other planned presentations? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes. We would probably structure, I assume, similar to what we did this evening, but 
then the public always, comments at the end of our meetings. Then the public hearing, we might 
be able to set a date for that on the 12th or 26th, but looking at approximately, probably, in 
November for a public hearing date. If I recall, November 16th might be a possible date. But we 
haven’t noticed that. 
Chairman Iliff: My thought on this, Mr. Leipzig, is that this is obviously one of the more contentious 
issues that has come before the Planning Commission in the last 15 or 20 years, perhaps the 
most. Therefore, I think that there needs to be plenty of time to have these discussions, and I 
think a couple more meetings, and I think the special meetings that we have scheduled, and plan 
to schedule, are warranted under the circumstances. On the other hand, we do need to draw this 
to a conclusion at some point. We are a recommending body, and whatever we do here or don’t 
do here will go on to the Board of County Commissioners, where they will take into account the 
information that’s been gathered by this body and make their own decision. We probably need to 
try to get that wound up before the end of the year. 
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Comm. Rast: I have a question. When do we come together or start putting specific decisive facts 
down, or policy positions? Kind of like, Ms. Crow from Edgerton really laid out what they thought 
and what they wanted. When do we…? Because we’ve been hearing all of this, but when do we 
start saying, “I think this is what we need to do?” And start making these decisions, because if 
not, we’re going to keep doing this, and then we just pass the buck, which I don’t really want to 
do. I want to make some policy decisions. 
Mr. Leipzig: To that question, that’s what I anticipate at our meeting on the 12th. 
Comm. Rast: To start putting the framework down? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes. 
Comm. Neese: So, for example, the issues that Edgerton went over, those we can have time to 
specifically address those? That will give you enough time, you think? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yeah. I think there’s a variety of things they brought up, but yes. At least to address 
those, have a chance for the consultant to comment on those as well, and then staff’s comments, 
and then, of course, your comments as well. Yes, to keep that format. I don’t know if we can get 
through all of them in one meeting, but that’s why we’ll have at least two meetings, but to have 
that type of format for discussion. 
Comm. Rast: Will you have something written up where we can line item and say, “We kind of 
agree to this,” or “No, we want to go this direction,” so that it stays on track with the bullet points? 
Unidentified Speaker: [inaudible] 
Comm. Rast: The third meeting of Berkley. 
Unidentified Speaker: [inaudible] 
Ms. Miller: …that structure has already been put out and we’ve divided it into specific things like 
the term and the maximum size and that type of thing. 
Comm. Rast: Oh, yes. I’ve seen that. I didn’t know if we were still referring to that or had kind of 
scrapped it. 
Ms. Miller: What we were thinking on this next meeting would be to go through those again, circle 
back, and then that would be the Planning Commission giving staff direction to further amend or 
change the Zoning Regulations, but there might be a change of policy or opinion and there might 
be direction to change it significantly, but that would be a good basis for discussion going forward. 
Mr. Leipzig: Commissioner Rast, just to elaborate on that, I think I thought what Karen had just 
said. I think that format, with using the draft as a guide as we go through each of these points 
would probably be, I think, the best way to present everything. It would make it understandable. 
We’ll go through by topic or by issue, and then you could see what the original recommendation 
was and what the revised recommendation might be, and then also get direct feedback from the 
Planning Commission. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, I agree with that. One other thing that hasn’t really been brought up that 
concerns me a little bit – and I know it’s difficult because we’re not Douglas County – but there 
does seem to be…we do need to discuss…because we’re going to put a lot of thought and effort 
of how big of a solar farm we think is appropriate, but if we don’t either work with Douglas County 
or whatever, it kind of doesn’t matter if a project can just extend over into another county. So, 
maybe we need to decide that a project stays within its entirety in one county, and we need to 
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look at the pros and cons of it crossing county lines. What happens when it crosses county lines? 
What does that add to it? What kind of complications if it caught on fire? Whatever. That has not 
really been explored. So if maybe you could bring some information to the table with that next 
time. 
Mr. Leipzig: Sure, Commissioner, I will talk and make these comments - obviously this evening 
are all on the record, too - so visit with the Legal staff, and I’m thinking maybe a question-and-
answer type document that could address some of those issues of what would happen and what 
the legal consequences might be. But yes, I think we could come up with something by the 12th 

when we meet. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, then one more quick question with panels, just because I know somebody 
may be still online that could answer it if nobody here does. When it’s raining, are the panels still 
rotating, or do they only rotate with the sun? Are they constantly rotating whether the sun is out 
or not? Does anybody know the answer to that? 
Mr. Leipzig: I believe they still are operational, but I’ll see if Mr. Wilkins is still on the call, if he 
would like to answer. 
Comm. Rast: Or Mr. Clark may be able to answer that. 
Mr. Leipzig: If not, if we don’t get an answer – 
Comm. Rast: Okay, since I think that might apply to stormwater runoff and stuff, because if it’s 
not moving while it’s raining then it’s kind of a moot point that you don’t have excessive stormwater 
running off, because they are rotating. 
Mr. Leipzig: If they’d like to answer that, or I can assemble the written comments. 
Unidentified Speaker: [inaudible] 
Comm. Rast: Okay, so they’re constantly rotating, independent of what the weather is. 
Mr. Leipzig: And Leslie, just a note, if you could make this part of the record too, the chat, as well. 
Comm. Grise: I have a quick question. Is there a way to…I just want to make sure that I can 
properly plan and be in attendance in as many of the Planning Commission meetings as possible, 
so I guess I was curious – how many weeks’ notice do we need? I just looked at my schedule, 
and October 12th is going to be difficult. I just want to make sure that we have as many 
Commissioners present for each of these work sessions, and I was curious if there was a way to 
plan out a little further ahead, Jay, just so that I can listen to and be present for as many as 
possible. Two weeks, for me being a working mother, it’s difficult to always plan around, but I will 
do my best. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you for that, and hopefully Zoom would work for you if you can’t make it, but 
yeah. Adding meetings is always a hardship and I don’t think we consider that lightly. In the 20-
plus years that I’ve served on this Commission, I think it’s only happened maybe one or two other 
times. 
Comm. Grise: Yeah, I totally understand. It’s just, in the future it just is helpful for planning 
purposes for me, because I travel for work. I will do my best to attend by Zoom and also work. 
Chairman Iliff: Good. Thank you. 
D. PUBLIC COMMENTS 
E. UPDATES/OTHER BUSINESS 
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F. ADJOURNMENT 
Thereupon, with no further business to come before the Johnson County Planning Commission, 
Chairman Iliff, at 8:20 p.m. declared the meeting to be Adjourned. 
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